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ABSTRACT 
 
Flexcell®’s Tissue Train® Culture System 
utilizes a novel method to culture and 
mechanically load cells in a three-dimensional 
(3D) hydrogel or cell-assembled matrix. Cells 
and matrix attach to the mesh-like anchors at 
the culture well periphery of the flexible 
bottomed Tissue Train® culture plate (Fig. 1, 
arrow).  
 

 
Figure 1. Tissue Train® culture plate for 3D 

culture of cell-matrix constructs. (A) A Trough 
Loader beneath the flexible membrane. (B) An 
Arctangle® loading post, which is used during 
uniaxial tension, beneath the culture well. (C) 

Anchors (arrow) for attachment of cells and gel of 
a linear uniaxial construct. 

 
To cast cell-populated gels, the Tissue Train® 
culture plate is placed on a gasketed baseplate 
atop Trough Loaders™, planar faced, 
cylindrical loading posts bearing a central 
trough (Fig. 1 upper left; Fig. 2 right). Each 
loading post has a trough with evacuation 
holes. A vacuum applied to the trough bottom 
will deform the membrane into the 
conformation of the trough, providing a space 
for delivery of cells and hydrogel (Fig. 3). The 
baseplate and culture plates are then transferred 
to a CO2 incubator at 37 °C, where the 
construct is held in position in the trough until 
polymerization of the cell-gel construct is 
complete. When vacuum is released, the 

construct rises into the plane of the culture well. 
Three milliliters of growth media can then be 
added to each well, and the constructs cultured 
using standard techniques. 
 

 
Figure 2. (Left) Arctangle® loading post used 

when uniaxial tension is applied; (Right) Trough 
Loader used during preparation of a 3D cell-gel 

matrix. 
 
Mechanical load may be applied using the 
Flexcell® Tension System (Fig. 4). Linear or 
trapezoidal shaped cell-gel constructs or cell-
assembled matrices may be mechanically 
loaded uniaxially, using special Arctangle® 

Loading Stations™ (Fig. 2). Whereas, circular 
shaped constructs can be loaded equibiaxially, 
using cylindrical Loading Stations™. A user 
can use the FlexSoft® program to regulate the 
% elongation, frequency and duration of 
mechanical load. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Cells form tissues in vitro by populating 3D 
matrices that are both structural and functional. 
These matrices have their own particular 
structures, material composition, and 
biomechanical properties. As a tissue develops, 
cells fabricate an extracellular matrix in a given 
geometry according to developmental pathway 
cues. 
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Figure 3. (Top view) A cell-gel construct in a 
Tissue Train® well attached to the anchor stems. 

(Side view) The rubber membrane deforms 
downward to create a space for the gel, when 

vacuum is applied via the vacuum holes. 
 
Mechanical deformation, which includes 
inside-out as well as outside-in signaling 
components, regulates one or more pathways. 
An inside-out pathway may involve cell 
contraction in response to a ligand, such as a 
growth factor, a cytokine or a hormone. An 
outside-in pathway may involve matrix 
deformation that is transmitted to the cell via a 
linkage to integrins, focal adhesion complexes 
(mechanosensory complex) and the 
cytoskeleton, cell adhesion molecules, ion 
channels or other membrane-linked mechano-
detection systems (Banes et al., 1995, 2002).  
 

 
Figure 4. Flexcell Tension System used to apply 
regulated strain to 3D cell seeded-gel constructs. 

 
Cells require an appropriate regimen of 
mechanical deformation to maintain a set point 
of intrinsic strain. It is well accepted that 
immobilization of limbs, bed rest or a reduction 
in the intrinsic strain level in a tissue leads to 
bone mineral loss, tissue atrophy, weakness 
and, in general, a reduction in anabolic activity 
and an increase in catabolic activity. Physical 
activity results in anabolic effects including an 
increase in biomechanical strength and an 
increase in the intrinsic strain in a tissue.  
 
These processes are cell-driven. Thus, 
mechanical loading alters pathways in these 
cells. It is also well accepted that culturing cells 
in a dynamic strain environment, such as 
application of fluid shear stress, substrate 
tension or compressive load, alters the shape, 
metabolism and other properties of cells, 
especially primary cells. Adding dynamic 
strain as well as culturing cells in a 3D 
environment more closely simulates a native 
environment than a static 2D monolayer culture 
method.  
 
Flexcell®’s Tissue Train® Culture System was 
developed to provide researchers with a 
method to both culture cells in a 3D matrix 
while applying a dynamic strain to these 
constructs. Investigators can use the 3D culture 
system as a stand-alone device to create 3D 
geometries for cell culture in a matrix gel or 
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allow the cells to build a self-assembled matrix 
that connects to the anchors in the Tissue 
Train® culture plate. Investigators can also 
apply regulated strain to the growing tissues. 
Users can define a frequency, elongation and 
duration of strain in a regimen that simulates 
the strain environment of a tissue in the body. 
The Flexcell Tension System (Fig. 4) controls 
the strain applied to the constructs. Static or 
cyclic as well as equibiaxial or uniaxial strain 
can be applied.  
 
The following is a method by which to culture 
cells in a 3D matrix and to apply strain to cells 
in a 3D hydrogel. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A. Preparation of Cells in 3D Gels in a 

Tissue Train® culture plate.  
 
1. Cells are prepared according to your 
protocol as primary cultures or continuous cell 
lines in the medium of your choice. For a linear 
gel, we recommend use of 50,000-200,000 
cells in 150-200 microliters of cell-gel 
suspension will be required for each well of a 
6-well Tissue Train® culture plate. For a 
trapezoidal gel, we recommend use of 
approximately 700,000 cells in 700 microliters 
for each well of a 6-well trapezoidal Tissue 
Train® culture plate. For a circular well, use of 
approximately 1-2 million cells in one milliliter 
will be required per well of a 6-well Tissue 
Train® Circular Foam culture plate. 
 
NOTE: The optimal cell seeding density will need 
to be determined for your cell type and culture 
conditions. 
 
2. Cells can be released from their initial 
growth substrates by 0.05% trypsin, trypsin-
EDTA, 0.05% bacterial collagenase or other 
means, washed 2X with medium, then 
combined with a collagen hydrogel, such as 
Flexcell’s Collagel or Thermacol, at a cell 
concentration of 1000 cells/microliter hydrogel 

(Collagel and Thermacol are collagen-based 
hydrogel products that are available in an easy 
to use kit, cat no. COLKIT-100 and 
ThermaKIT-100, respectively). Before mixing 
with cells, the hydrogel suspension should be 
neutralized to a pH 7.0 using 0.1 M sodium 
hydroxide (see the Product Information Sheet 
for Collagel or Thermacol for more 
information). Cells may be reconstituted in one 
volume of media containing 10% fetal calf 
serum, 70% hydrogel and 20% 5x MEM. The 
objective is to achieve an overall hydrogel-
MEM concentration of 1X. The suggested 
formula for the cell/hydrogel combination is as 
follows: 
 70% by volume hydrogel 
 16% by volume of 5X MEM to yield an 

overall 1X concentration by total volume 
 8% fetal calf serum 
 Cells to provide an overall 1000 

cells/microliter concentration by total 
volume 

 
Flexcell® also has a Collagel® kit for 
preparing constructs in a Tissue Train® 
culture plate that includes all of the 
components listed above, excluding the cells. 
 
3. The Tissue Train® culture plate in either the 
linear, trapezoidal, or circular anchor 
configuration can be used for plating the cells.  
 
In the case of the linear option, a linear Trough 
Loader™ is placed in a Loading Station™ 
beneath the flexible membrane of a Tissue 
Train® culture plate so that the anchor stems are 
aligned with the long axis of the Trough 
Loader™ (Fig. 3). Apply a thin layer of 
lubricant to the top surface of the Trough 
Loader™ prior to placement of the Tissue 
Train® culture plate on top. The lubricant will 
facilitate uniform and unrestricted 
conformation of the membrane in the trough. 
 
In the case of the trapezoidal option, a 
trapezoidal Trough Loader™ is placed in a 
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Loading Station™ beneath the flexible 
membrane of a Tissue Train® culture plate so 
that the anchor stems are aligned with the long 
axis of the Trough Loader™ (Fig. 3). Apply a 
thin layer of lubricant to the top surface of the 
Trough Loader™ prior to placement of the 
Tissue Train® culture plate on top. The 
lubricant will facilitate uniform and 
unrestricted conformation of the membrane in 
the trough. 
 
In the case of the circular option, a Trough 
Loader™ and vacuum source are not needed. 
The foam annulus in the Tissue Train® Circular 
Foam culture plate serves as both the anchor 
and forms a well into which the cells and gel 
are cast. Skip to Step 5. 
 
4. The Tissue Train® culture plate is placed on 
Flexcell®’s baseplate with gaskets. A baseplate 
is then connected to the Flexcell Tension 
System or other regulated vacuum source 
(NOTE: users should connect the baseplate 
directly to a regulated vacuum source to achieve 
the suggested vacuum level of -84 kPa). Vacuum 
is applied to the baseplate in a steady “hold” 
mode so that the flexible membrane is 
deformed and held in the void in the Trough 
Loader™. To supply the proper vacuum level 
with the FX-3000™ or FX-4000™ systems, it is 
recommended that a maximum of 23% 
elongation be used with the Tissue Train 
Loading Station™ (24 mm) baseplate setting. 
To supply the proper vacuum level with the 
FX-5000™ system, it is recommended that a 
maximum of 20% elongation be used with the 
Tissue Train Loading Station™ (24 mm) 
platform setting. These are the equivalent of -
90 kPa. (See the Tissue Train User Manual for 
more information on loading constructs) 
 
Be sure that you allow enough vacuum tubing 
for your baseplate to reach from your incubator 
to your tissue culture hood. When using the 
Flexcell Tension System, use the minimal 
amount of tubing required, as longer tubing 

decreases cyclic strain performance. It is most 
practical to use two sets of tubing to supply 
vacuum to the Tissue Train® baseplate. One set 
should be used for 3D gel formation and must 
be long enough to span the distance from 
vacuum source and both the cell culture hood 
and the incubator. The second vacuum line set 
can be dedicated to the cyclic strain process and 
should be routed through the incubator portal. 
Such an arrangement optimizes the cyclic 
strain process and minimizes potential sources 
of contamination. 
 
5. For linear and trapezoidal gels, the cell and 
matrix protein gel fluid is pipetted into the 
deformed space in each Tissue Train® well. 
First pipette a small drop of gel at each end of 
the trough, under the anchor stems. Then press 
the anchor stems into the trough and pipette 
over the top of them. Finally, fill the middle of 
the trough with gel, moving the pipette back 
and forth to create a uniform strip of gel in the 
well (see a video on Flexcell®’s web site, 
www.flexcellint.com). 
 
For circular gels, pipette the cell and matrix 
protein gel solution into the space in the center 
of the foam anchor and around the inner 
perimeter of the annulus anchor 
(approximately 1.5 mm wide).  Use the pipette 
tip to compress the edge of the foam so that the 
cell and matrix protein gel solution is drawn 
into it.  This step ensures that the matrix and 
cells will integrate with the structure of the 
foam and form a secure bond to support the 
artificial tissue disk during mechanical loading. 
 
6. The baseplate is placed in a 37 °C 
incubator. Gels are allowed to set at 37 °C. 
Please see your product information sheets for 
time needed for constructs to polymerize. After 
polymerization, the vacuum is released, and 3 
ml of serum-containing media are added to 
each well. The gels should appear as a linear 
band of gel attached at each anchor end in the 
Tissue Train® well (Fig. 5 & 6) or as a circular 
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sheet. Tissue Train® culture plates are then 
placed in a humidified CO2 incubator at 37 °C. 
The user may then observe cultures or assay for 
differentiated functions. Cultures may be 
mechanically loaded (see Part B) at any time 
after gelation of the matrix or after cells have 
self-assembled their own matrix. The 
elongation, frequency and duration of the strain 
applied to the constructs are determined by the 
investigator for his/her specific use or 
parameters. 
 

 
Figure 5. 3D linear tissue constructs in a Tissue 

Train® culture plate. 

 
Figure 6. A bioartificial tendon (BAT) may be 
constructed using the linear anchor and stem 

configuration. Cells consolidate the matrix and 
contract the gel over time (Garvin et al., 2003). 

 
7. Spherical-shaped cells can be observed in 
the gel using an inverted phase contrast 
microscope directly after plating (Fig. 7). By 
day one, the cells will begin to attach and 

spread into the matrix. Next, cells will form 
attachments to each other and 
intercommunicate. By days 3-5, cells will 
reorganize and contract the matrix into a band 
in linear constructs (Fig. 6). 
 
8. The user can monitor cell shape, 
organization, migration, division, gene 
expression, protein expression /secretion, 
mediator secretion DNA and protein synthesis 
in the gels (see Fig. 8). 
 
Flexcell® ScanFlex™ with XyFlex™ is a device 
that allows users to monitor cell-driven 
compaction of hydrogels in vitro.  
 

Tissue TrainTM 3D Culture System: 
Tendon Cells in Uniaxial Strain

Day 0

Day 1
No Stretch

Day 1
Stretch

Day 2
Stretch

Figure 7. Cells in a 3D construct are initially 
rounded (day 0 white circle) then attach and 

spread (day 1 circle). Application of 1% elongation 
increases cell spreading. 

 
B. Application of Regulated Strain to Cells 

in a 3D Gel using the Tissue Train® 
Culture System 

 
1. Cell-matrix constructs can be mechanically 
loaded in the 3D matrix by using the Flexcell 
Tension System to apply a regimen of 
controlled elongation (strain), frequency or 
duration with added rest periods. 
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2. The regimen parameters must be tested 
beforehand to ensure that the cell-seeded 
constructs are not broken during strain. 
Usually, the cell matrix constructs can be 
stretched at 1-3% elongation for several 
minutes to several hours per day without matrix 
failure. In the case of cardiac myocytes, the 
myocyte-matrix construct can maintain its beat 
frequency for a week or more in the matrix. 
 
3. With Flexcell®’s FX-5000™ system, 
regimens can be programmed with strains 
ranging from 020% and frequencies from 
0.01 5.0 Hz. When using a Tissue Train® 
culture plate with Flexcell®’s FX-3000™ or 
FX-4000™ systems, regimens can be 

programmed with strains ranging from 023% 
and frequencies from 0.15.0 Hz. (NOTE: 
Higher frequencies will limit the system’s 
ability to maintain higher strain ranges). When 
downloading regimens, choose the Tissue 
Train® Loading Station™ (24 mm) 
baseplate/platform setting. 
 
4. When using Tissue Train® with the FX-
2000™ system, use the provided vacuum vs. 
strain data for Tissue Train® plates. (NOTE: 
The FX-2000™ will not allow vacuum levels 
above -40 kPa and therefore can apply a 
maximum of 6% strain to the Tissue Train® 
construct). 
 

 

Actin Stain in Stretched Tendon

5

43

21

1 Hz
3.5% elongation
8h/d, 2 daysPrinciple Strain

 
Figure 8. Tendon cells stretched in a 3D gel polymerize actin and align. 
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